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Health Data Research Infrastructure
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NotesDatasets on GatewayHub

Across the Hubs, 39 datasets are now discoverable on the Gateway
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Gut Reaction 7 Range of demographic and clinical data on IBD, relating to IBD registry

Breathe
7 (plus partial 

metadata from 10 more)
Includes cohorts, medical records and genome-wide association studies. All in SAIL: additional phenotype 
definitions, metadata and individual records available

Discover-Now 9 Multiple descriptions or components of single, linked dataset which includes community, primary care, 
prescribing and mental health data from North West London

NHS DigiTrials 7

Data-Can 3
Longitudinal real-world studies (Macmillan): Linked clinical and genomic (GeL); Clinical studies in paediatric 
cancer (Leeds and London)

Insight 2 Entire ophthalmic datasets from UHB and Moorfields — to form largest ophthalmic imaging dataset in the world

Pioneer 4
Society of Acute Medicine database; acute inpatient episodes from UHB; out of hours primary care;
longitudinal genomics data 

National datasets from NHS Digital to support feasibility service



All Hubs have developed tailored PPIE plans that have been 
reviewed by the HDR UK Public Advisory Board and each other
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Lay members or patient 
representatives 

involved in all levels of 
governance, from 

operational groups to 
steering boards

The use of varied 
messaging and media 

to communicate –
including leaflets, focus 

groups, videos and 
workshops

Continued 
evaluation of the 

activities
and impact

Exploration
of seldom 

heard groups

Linking with
key partner 

organisations to 
expand the reach

of the Hub

Each plan is tailored to the specific Hub
Common themes include:



Deliveredby

On your marks, get set, go!

Hub development and delivery 

Dr Elizabeth Sapey

Director of PIONEER
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ACUTELY UNWELL 
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HOME

ADULT/CHILD
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ACUTE CARE: 
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MULTIPLE ACCESS POINTS ACROSS PROVIDERS

RAPID RESPONSE 
ENHANCED 

COMMUNITY CARE

SILOED HEALTH CARE



Challenges

Patient and HCPs

•Lack of clarity of patient pathways

•Results not shared

•Lack of joined up thinking across 
providers

•Diagnostic delay

•Health inequalities
•Poor health outcomes

Researchers

• Unclear what data are there

• Unknown quality

• Poor accessibility

• Minimal linked data

• Slow to access

• Further curation needed



Our Aims across Hubs

• Transparency in what data is available now

• New datasets generated

• Curated within hubs to improve quality

• Discoverable and accessible

• National governance policies implemented with equity

• Strongly directed by patient and public partners

• National framework to ensure benefit to NHS and UK population



Our aim

• Individually link data across acute health care providers

• Primary care, Out of hours, Ambulance, Secondary Care, Community Care

• Start with an acute care contact, then curate data from onset to outcome

• Episode/ Disease agnostic and multi-morbid inclusive

• Ageless (including children and adolescents)

• De-identify for research and innovation

• Describe and model/ test points of change

• Patients at the heart of executive decision making



Size and Scalability

• Integrated Regional Depth Applied to the National Environment



Lessons learned. 1

• Public and patients are generous and altruistic in how their 
data is used

• They are interested in this process and want this to work

• But we must never take that for granted 

• There is too much to do to and time is pressing

• Partnership working is vital

• Public/ Patient/ Clinical/ Computer science/bio-
informatics/ IG/ R&D/STP/ Academic/ Industry/ Policy



Lessons learned. 2

• NHS bodies are keen to share data

• Recognise differences in digital maturity

• Demonstrate patient benefit with the data shared

• Reducing health inequalities

• Transparent governance framework and accountability

• Transparency in what we are doing

• Licensing access for specific uses

• Always for patient benefit

• Benefits are real and important



Individual pathways explored in detail

GP: LRTI
OoH GP: 

UTI
GP: CKD

Hosp 1: 
Sepsis

Hosp 2: Fall 
and Fracture

Dx: 
Myeloma

GP: 
Anaemi

a

Diagnostic delay of years

• New devices, software prompts,  Healthcare AI to detect earlier patterns of disease
• Earlier diagnostic opportunities 
• New populations for novel interventions



Real world data to stratify/personalise

• Real world diagnosis/ therapeutic pathways and real world patients
• Health care processes / Strategy and policy



Using AI to optimize care



Next Steps

• More and better

• Keep reinforcing the huge potential for benefit 

• Be transparent in our processes

• Learn from each other

• Own our mistakes and learn from these

• Be guided by our patient and public voices

• Make our patients extremely proud of what their data 
has and will achieve for the UK and beyond



Health Data Research Hubs 
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National and global interest 
in industry partnerships 

39 datasets onboarded 
onto the Gateway

Locations established 
across the UK

7 Hubs met Milestone 
One within 3 months

Public and patient engagement 
strategies in place

Major national event on 
realising the benefits of data 
on 22 January



What comes next for hubs?

• Milestone 2: Service Delivery – 31 March 2021

• “Evidence that the quality of the datasets has been improved (curated) and that the curated data is 
discoverable through the Gateway. Provide publishable enhanced service case studies (e.g. from 
industry, academia and NHS) that demonstrate impact (and expected impact) and value to 
researchers and innovators from a range of sectors, and to patients and populations. Provide 
evidence that the Hub is continuing to engage and involve patients and the public in a meaningful 
manner.”

Source: Digital Innovation Hub Programme Prospectus, May 2019

Area Now Going forwards

PPIE Groups established
PPIE plans in place

Learning
Continuous improvement

Data Discoverable
Quality baseline

Increasing scale, coverage, depth, quality and 
linkage

Use cases Work underway Demonstrating impact
Supporting NHS, academia and industry
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Welcome & introduction

Andrew Morris, Director, Health Data Research UK

@HDR_UK | #hdralliance

Panel Q&A
Angela Coulter, Chair, Public Advisory Board, Health Data Research UK
Ben Gordon, Digital Innovation Hub Programme Director, Health Data 
Research UK
Elizabeth Sapey, Director, PIONEER – The Health Data Research Hub for Acute 
Care
Caroline Cake, COO & Deputy Director, Health Data Research UK
Jane Ingham, CEO, HQIP
Yvonne Silove, Associate Director, HQIP
Chair: David Seymour, Partnerships Director, Health Data Research UK
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Cross-cutting workstreams & breakout 
workshops
Refreshment break: 11:30-11:50

Cross-cutting workstream presentations: 11:50-12:15 (livestreamed)

Cross-cutting workstream breakout workshops: 12:15-13:00

Lunch: 13:10-14:00

@HDR_UK | #hdralliance
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Workshop: 
Earning, building and sustaining public trust

Amanda White, Communications & Engagement Direction, Health Data Research UK



Aim: to agree practical steps and 
methodologies for how we earn trust and 
enable patients and the public to have 
confidence in our work 

18/02/2020



Expected outputs of workshop

• Examples of ways that organisations are 
already earning public and patient trust 

• Suggestions for reaching seldom heard 
groups

• Examples of existing resources, tools and 
methodologies
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Workshop: 
Commercial sustainability

Joanne Hackett, Chief Commercial Officer, Genomics England
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Workshop: 
Ethics & information governance
Clark Crawford, Ethics & IC Lead, INSIGHT – The Health Data Research Hub for Eye Health



Ethical Frameworks

• Health Research Authority

• Entirely Voluntary

• 409 Databases are approved by an NHS REC

• Akin to Tissue Directory and Coordination Centre : https://biobankinguk.org/

https://biobankinguk.org/


Legal Frameworks

• Lessons Learned:

• Identifying Legal Entities (Trusts, Cloud Service, etc)

• Identifying Existing Data Controllers (e.g. Trusts)

• Identifying Data Controller(s) for the Hub Activity

• Defining activities under the control of the “Hub Data Controller(s)”

• Identifying Legal Basis and exemptions

• Assurances around Security

• Transparency to data subjects
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Workshop: 
Data quality & standards – improving the 
data
Neil Sebire, Chief Data Officer, Health Data Research UK
Monica Jones, Chief Data Officer, DATA-CAN – The Health Data Research 
Hub for Cancer





Health Data Standards and 
Interoperability issues

Define data elements

WHAT to collect

Define format of data

HOW to collect, store, represent, model, syntax, 
structure/Data model 
(FHIR, OMOP, openEHR, proprietary etc)

Define terminologies / classifications / 
ontologies used

WHICH terms and definitions and their 
relationships 
(SNOMED CT, LOINC, DM&D, ICD10 (diagnoses), 
OPCS4 (procedures), HPO)

Define semantics / phenomics

MEANING clinically of the terms and data values 
plus knowledge representation





Dataset Utility:

Data standards, data quality, other factors 

Which standards should 

HDRUK support

How should we measure data 

quality / utility?

What level of ‘curation’ is 

reasonable / valuable
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Workshop: 
Trusted research environments
Tim Hubbard, Associate Director, HDR UK London



Trusted Research Environments

•Proposal that UK HDR Alliance commits to “5 safes”.  

•Central principle: 

•no distribution of individual level data; 

•all processing and analysis within Trusted Research Environment 
(TRE) (safe setting)

•Multiple examples of TREs operating successfully in this way

•Public is highly sensitized to issues around use of health data. 
Clear commitment to operating in this way provides a unique 
chance to “reset” public confidence.



Data reuse via distribution
• Specific request for access received, reviewed, approved

• Specific anonymised dataset prepared within safe haven

• User downloads dataset and carries out analysis on own computer system

• Issues

• Data custodian loses of control of data

• Cannot completely guarantee anonymity

• Genome data can only be de-identified

• Lack of public trust

• Holding health data can be a liability under GDPR

• Overall expense of transferring, storing, maintaining multiple copies of large datasets



Data reuse via access
• Generic anonymised dataset prepared within a Trusted Research Environment (TRE)

• Generic request for access received, reviewed, approved

• User logs into TRE and carries out analysis

• User requests export of results (summary data)

• Benefits

• Data custodian maintains control of data; retains public trust

• Data privacy no longer depends on anonymization process

• Less costly holding and securing a single copy of the data

• Virtualisation / cloud computing make being algorithms to date and provision of scalable compute environment 
practical

• Privacy controls shifts from individual to summary level



Data design for 100,000 genomes project
Trusted Research Environment (TRE+)
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http://www.genomicsengland.co.uk/
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World café sessions
Lunch: 13:10-14:00

World café pitches: 14:00-14:25 (livestreamed)

World café discussions x 4 (15 mins each): 14:25-15:25

Refreshment break: 15:25-15:40

@HDR_UK | #hdralliance



World café: format & purpose

• Purpose: the world café roundtables are an opportunity to network, showcase work across the 
infrastructure and celebrate achievements

• Format:
• Each word café host will deliver a 1 minute pitch. You will then decide which four to attend.
• Join 4 x 15 minute world café discussions over one hour
• These are informal – enjoy!



World café 
1. Data infrastructures: How will we know when we’ve got it right?
Paul Jackson & Elizabeth Waind, ADR UK

11. How can NHS DigiTrial deliver the maximum impact for customers and 
Alliance members
Heather Pinches & Charlie Hooper, NHS Digital/IBM

2. Methods and evidence standards for data
Adrian Jonas, NICE

12. Real-World Evidence: Current barriers and future wishlists
Chris Russell, Discover-NOW – The Health Data Research Hub for Real World 
Evidence

3. HDRA terminology: Are we speaking the same language?
Macey Murray, UCL

13. Knowledge based metadata to drive automation and interoperability
Luke Smith, Databiology

4. What does a fair partnership for accessing NHS patient data look like? 14. How can Alliance members work with DATA-CAN?
Charlie Davie, DATA-CAN – The Health Data Research Hub for Cancer

5. How can we become more efficient providers of health data for researchers? 
A regulator’s challenge
Amanda Evans & Stevan Cirkovic, HFEA

15. How do we assess, capture and report the non-financial value of Hubs?
Monica Fletcher, BREATHE – The Health Data Research Hub for Respiratory 
Health

6. How do we evaluate the impact of using healthcare data to support safer 
prescribing? Arlene Gallagher, CPRD

16. Can we, should we, use the public cloud for analysis of health data?
Neil Walker, NIHR Bioresource

7. Data + Human Tissue = Impact
Katy Glazer & Amir Gander, UKCRC Tissue Directory & Coordination Centre

17. CANCELLED

8. Health Data and Industry – opportunities for health data to drive research 
and innovation in the SME sector
Joanne Hartley, MDC

18. Use of FHIR for data science and app delivery to the clinic
David Sibbald & Rodrigo Barnes, Ardihia

9.  Open science, GitHub, and open approaches to health data research
Caroline Morton & Helen Curtis, EBM Datalab, University of Oxford

19. HDR UK metadata standard: future progress
Ashutosh Tripathi, Parity & Adam Milward, MetadataWorks

10. Standardising national data access for health tech product development 
e.g. machine learning components (commercial or non-commercial)
Deborah Wake, MyWay Digital Health

20. What are the skills and credentials required to be a user of data?
George Moulton, HDR UK
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Closing keynote & wrap up
Refreshment break: 15:25-15:40
Closing keynote: 15:40-16:00
Wrap-up: 16:00-16:15
Networking reception: 16:15-17:00
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Closing keynote: Trustworthy access to 
data
Jeni Tennison, CEO, Open Data Institute

@HDR_UK | #hdralliance



Trustworthy 

access to 

data

Jeni Tennison

@JeniT

theODI.org
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The ODI

Founded in 2012, the 

Open Data Institute 

(ODI) is an 

international, 

independent and not-

for-profit organisation 

based in London, UK.

Dr Jeni 

Tennison

CEO

Sir Nigel 

Shadbolt

Chairman

Sir Tim 

Berners-Lee

President



We want a world where 

data works for everyone.

We work with companies and 

governments to build an open, 

trustworthy data ecosystem.
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Trustworthy access to data

▶The data value chain and threats to its impact

▶The importance of trust and how to retain it

▶Emerging institutional models for trustworthy access



Getting value 

from data

Many different people and 

organisations

making decisions

Many creating tools & 

insights that help those 

decision makers

Requires stewards to share 

data
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“Data is oil” attitude

Vertical, in-organisation data use

Narrow decision maker needs

Restricted intermediary market

Data extraction

The Future of Data

Data hoarding 

threat
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Not collecting data

Not using data

Withdrawal of consent

Misleading data

Poor conclusions

The Future of Data

Data fearing 

threat
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Trustworthy access to data

▶The data value chain and threats to its impact

▶The importance of trust and how to retain it

▶Emerging institutional models for trustworthy access
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Fear and 

distrust is 

infectious

care.data

Distrust about personal health records being sold to 

pharma and other companies.

Royal Free/Google DeepMind

ICO ruling that Royal Free breached Data Protection 

Act; distrust about Google’s access to patient 

records.

General distrust of big tech

Most surveys show only about 4-5% of people trust 

big tech to handle data ethically.

General fear of NHS privatisation

Political debate about NHS provision and role of the 

private sector.

Trustworthy access to data
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How can organisations win the 

trust of others?

Trusted Trustworth

y
What does doing the right thing 

look like?
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Points of 

failure in 

trust

Misunderstanding

When the people you want to trust you don’t interpret 

what you tell them in the way you intended

Misrepresentation

When you don’t do what you say you’re going to do 

(whether that was intentional or not)

Lack of updates

When you don’t tell people how and when 

circumstances change, that impact your actions

Lack of information

When you and others don’t have enough information 

to make sound decisions

Trustworthy access to data
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Trustworthy access to data: Hierarchy of trust

compliance

ethics

engagement

equity
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Compliance

Protect personal data

Comply with the law Comply 

with codes of practice

Trustworthy access to data: Hierarchy of trust
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Ethics
Be open and transparent

Publish ethical principles

(eg HDRUK DIH Principles of 

Participation)

Do compliance well

Embed ethical practices

Trustworthy access to data: Hierarchy of trust
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Engagement

Establish advisory boards

Ask affected communities 

what they think (eg PPIE)

Act on what they say

Give them veto power

Trustworthy access to data: Hierarchy of trust
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Equity

Describe revenue models

Describe value return

Ensure equity in who benefits

Build into corporate 

structures

Trustworthy access to data: Hierarchy of trust
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Trustworthy access to data

▶The data value chain and threats to its impact

▶The importance of trust and how to retain it

▶Emerging institutional models for trustworthy access



An incomplete mappe of ye data access models

blockchain / 

DLT

personal data 

marketplaces

data 

marketplacesdata commons

data trusts

data 

fellowships

data cooperatives

portals

platforms
regulatory 

access

certificates



An incomplete mappe of ye data access models

blockchain / 

DLT

personal data 

marketplaces

data 

marketplacesdata commons

data trusts

data 

fellowships

data cooperatives

portals

platforms
regulatory 

access

certificates
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Data 

institutions

Increase data access

Enabling organisations to work and innovate together 

across a sector or for purpose

Supporting benchmarking

Creating new opportunities

Ensuring the benefits of data are shared more widely

Balance conflicting views and incentives

Between those who have data, those who could use it, and 

those affected by the way it’s used

Reduce the costs of data stewarding

By providing a common service to manage the operations 

of well governed data access

Trustworthy access to data
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Data 

institutions

Data clubs

Inspired by members clubs, enable organisations to share 

data with other organisations who are part of the club

Data commons

Inspired by the management of common pool resources, 

help organisations or people collaborate to create and 

maintain shared data assets

Data cooperatives

Inspired by mutual organisations, enable members of the 

cooperative (organisations or people) to share data with 

others, with data governance decisions made by those 

members

Data trusts

Inspired by legal trusts, enable people or organisations to 

share data with others, with data governance decisions 

made by ‘trustees’ with fiduciary responsibilities

New institutions for the data age
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Trustworthy access to data

Trustworthy & trusted

What could the external 

environment provide to 

help confer trust (eg 

accreditation, 

certification, insurance)?

Sustainable

What structures and 

revenue models provide 

for longevity, reliability 

and coherence with 

purpose?
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Trustworthy access to data

▶The data value chain and threats to its impact

▶The importance of trust and how to retain it

▶Emerging institutional models for trustworthy access


